Mach2 – Small Lot Sequencing

We Speak Machine. You Can Too.
About Small Lots
Small Lots is a specific process of shipping parts just-in-time based on customized customer EDI
releases. Rather than shipping a standard pack of 20 identical items; a standard pack of 20 “like
parts” can be shipped. For example: 15 green parts, 3 yellow parts and 2 blue parts. Small Lots
helps error proof the packing and shipping of mixed racks to Tier-1 auto suppliers.

Mach2 - A Product/Platform that can handle the demands of Small Lot Sequencing
Using the Mach2 Product and Platform, the Kors Engineering team and many
customers have successfully implemented Small Lot Sequencing. Mach2 can
handle your unique needs of Small Lots. Don’t miss-ship again! Mach2
seamlessly builds accurate pack outs by validating source inventory with
serialized individuals. There are numerous ways to handle small lots. In this white
paper we will explore EG Industries’ successful small lot process.

Small Lot Process
Step 1

Start Screen, user clicks
“Select Release”

Step 2

Enter “From” and “To”
dates to search releases
for:





Different colors
Engineering changes
Different models
And more…

Step 3

From the resulting list of
releases select the one you
want to build.

Step 4

Scan the source container
Plex serial number.

If the first scanned
container doesn’t contain
enough quantity for
release, you can scan
additional containers until
the required quantity is
met.
Each additional container
scanned has the previous
container merged into it;
this also merges the pieces
from each container.

Step 5

The logic verifies that the piece
scanned is from the source
container.

Step 6

Once enough pieces are
scanned, the operator is
presented with dialog to
complete the container.

Step 7

After the “Complete Container”
button is pressed, Mach2 splits the
source container, updates the
quantities appropriately, and then
moves the pieces to the new
container.

Step 8

After the split and move process is
complete, Mach2 prints labels for
the source and new containers.

About EG Industries
EG Industries are well-known experts in plastic injection molding; specializing in component parts for OEMs
in the automotive, medical device, industrial and consumer markets. EG Industries has been manufacturing
high quality, plastic injection molded products and providing value-added services for various customers
worldwide for more than 30 years.

About Mach2
Mach2 is an integration software platform that interacts with your shop floor machines and systems to
provide usable, actionable information. Mach2 is a browser-based system with production scoreboards that
can be customized to your unique business needs. With Mach2, machine activity can also be automatically
synced with your ERP system for seamless operations throughout your business.
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